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Mokena Location – New Facility
With the support of a Foundation, The Cancer Support Center
purchased a new facility in Mokena on LaGrange Road, directly west of
its current location. This condo unit is three times the space of our
current location. With this additional space, The Center can expand its
programs to fully meet the needs of our cancer survivors and their loved
ones in that geographic area. This new space is a blank canvas that
will require financial resources to build out. We hope you can help us!

Supportive Program Needs:
With only 4 private spaces in Mokena currently, this
new space will allow us to create a range of supportive
care options that we just cannot have now. In the new
space, there will be a dedicated area with three
therapist offices, including one larger for small groups
or families. A library room will provide a quiet private
space to find information & meet fellow participants
looking for answers to difficult questions. With a large
Great Room, more support groups can occur
throughout the day to bring comfort to many.
For our youngest participants, we will have a Kid’s
Room uniquely designed for them so they have a
comforting place as they manage their emotions.

Wellness Programs including Fitness & Nutrition:
With this new space, The Center will be able to have a large
general space like the Great Room in Homewood to provide
comprehensive wellness programs including nutrition and
cooking classes as well as gentle fitness classes such yoga,
Moves that matter, and more.
In addition, The Center can have a permanent wig and
massage therapy room in order to expand these program
options. Right now, the wig room is part of a small support
group room limiting our ability to meet the demand for wigs.
This new space will have a dedicated nutrition room where
participants can either drop in or meet with our nutrition
educator to learn more about what foods are most beneficial
for healing support and reducing side effects of cancer
treatments.

New Larger Permanent
Space to Put Down Roots!
Help us as we look to build out this new space so that
we can provide comprehensive wellness and
supportive care to those on the cancer journey. With
ever increasing demand for our services, this new
space is absolutely essential.
Be the difference by donating today so we can build
out the following spaces:

Let’s Walk This Journey Together!
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For more information, please visit
www.cancersupportcenter.org
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Great room with kitchen
Nutrition room with information & posters
Library and small group room, private
Kids room with therapeutic activities
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Mokena New Layout!
Capital Campaign – Mokena
This rendering of the new Mokena space
for The Cancer Support Center
demonstrates the interior renovations,
which will enhance and improve The
Center’s ability to meet the steadily
increasing demand for our services and
survivorship programming which
continues to grow according to the
medical community.
Help us build this space out so that more
people in Chicago’s Southland are able to
access high quality supportive and
wellness cancer care – always free of
charge.
Together, we can be the difference in the
life of someone struggling from this
hideous disease.
MOKENA ROOM NAMING OPPORTUNITIES:
Great Room

$20,000

Reception

$10,000

Living Room

$10,000

Library/Support Group Room

$10,000

Nutrition Room

$10,000

Support Group Room

$10,000

Wig/Massage Room

$7,500

Therapist office @ $5,000/room
(3 offices available)

$5,000

Administrative offices available at $2,500/room (2 available)

$2,500
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